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Oldest College
Newspaper

VOLUME 46

(Z-107)

ftomns
(Weekly Student Newspaper)

We wish to announce that Mr.
God Kelly, our esteemed boss, is
taking a vacation this week, and
that his underlings are temporarily
taking over the paper. Mr. Kelly
wishes to announce that he positively is not responsible for anything that appears in this issue of
the Sandspur. This is all because
of a Publications Union decree that
aspirants for editorship of th
Sandspur must put out a trial
edition. So be it.
If there's no important lead
story this week don't blame
It's just no one has done anyth
Somehow, in putting out our first
issue w e ' a r e reminded of a
that goes:
"The troubles of tragedians a not
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You have to be in tragedy to understand our woe;
The troubles of tragedians are
hardly understated, for trouble
seems to flow wherever we go."
We find parallels in editorship.
The rest of the song goes on in
a strain similar to its next verse:
"For what could be more absurd
Than trying to die from a shot in
the thigh,
When never a shot was heard!"
We find no parallels for that in a
newspaper, but anyone who has
done much amateur acting can
probably remember similar nervewracking experiences when he has
had just cause to call down the
Jury of the heaven on the property
man.

We wonder what will become of
ratting. It seems foolish that such
a custom should be carried on;
but, we all seem to be sadistic,
i revengeful, and juvenile enough
to want to perpetuate this superficial custom. Then, of course,
there are parts of it that are fun.
We'll never forget the Chase Hall
water fight when we were a rat:
the leaky fire hoses, the traitor,
who let the upperclassmen in the
back door, and Johnny G. tripping
over the Horseshoe driveway bar;
as some one once said, referring to
this last incident, "Famous last
words: Johnny G.'s 'Double time!' "

[

Pat Randall, Strong Hall, wishes
to announce the loss of some pinkrimmed horn glasses near Pinehurst on the Horscshe. Finder will
receive a ten thousand dollar reward
which will be donated to the Orange
County Drive.
(Continued on page 4)

Campaign Fund
Drive Passes
Half-Way Mark
Orange County Has Given
More Than $100,000 For
Scholarships, Building
The campaign for the $200,000
Orange County Student Aid Fund
for Rollins has just passed the halfway mark. At the latest report
meeting, the total of gifts to date
was set at $100,714.42. Efforts of
business men, alumni, parents and
students to raise the balance are
continuing.
Included in the total to date is the
anonymous contingent gift of $50,000 which is subject to cancellation
by the donor unless the balance of
the fund is made up within a reasonable time. The letter of the
donor read on this point: 'While I
do not wish to place an arbitrary
tinu- limit . . . I reserve the right
to withdraw and cancel my continKor.t offer to give $50,000 to ertct
the main building of the Student
Recreation Center if the foregoing
terms have not been substantially
met on or before April 10, 1941."
One hundred percent of the Rollins faculty and more than 70 percent o fthe student body have contributed to the fund.
The new French building, the
gift of which was also announced
at the last campaign report meeting, is not to be counted in the campaign for the Student Aid Fund.
Dr. Holt made it clear in his announcement that it was part of tne
larger Rollins program to obtain
over a period of years a total of
$3,000,000 for added endowment,
new buildings and scholarships.

WINTER PARK, FLORIDA, WEDNESDAY, MARCH 19, 1941

Flyimg Club Obtains Use of Aeronca
"K" Plane for Remander of Year

ODDS and ENDS
[
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Eight Members
R e j u v e n a t e members to fly, and for those
holding pilot's licenses to use when
D o r m a n t Club t o P r o m o t e
they desire.
Inexpensive Flying
It was decided that members will
pay dues of only $2.00 per month,
Although only eight people at- privileging them to instructions
tended the first meeting of the ground school of aviation, and to
Rollins Flying Club, it proved to all the other priviledges of the
be one of the most successful first club. The price voted on for me
meetings expected from any club. bers only to fly, is to be $2.50
Dr. Croom Beatty, connected with
the chemistry department at RolIt was decided that the membi
lins, called together all students ship should be limited to fifteen
interested in reoganizing the dor- members, and that all membi
mant flying club, Friday evening, must either hold licenses at present,
March 14, in Knowles Hall. They or intend to obtain one.
discussed the possibilities of a fuAfter the meeting was adjorned.
ture in such a club, the propect Dr. Beatty took all present out to
of flying cheaply, and the method Cannon Mills Airport, where
of promoting more interest in fly- took them night flying over
ing on this campus.
lando, in his four passenger FairThe club was given the use of child plane.
Present were Fred Kasten, Eli
an Aeronca "K'\ for the remainder
of the school year. Next fall the beth Wade, Robert Langlotz, Betty
club plans to purchase a plane of Phillips, Ralph Harrington, Frank
its own, in order to instruct its Bowes, and Dr. Beatty.

(Complete Campus Coverage)

The Biology Department and a
few other no-descript scientists
honored Rudy Toch with a birthday party Sunday evening on the
lake in front of Biologist Veri
gan's house. Among the presents
generously bestowed on Mr. Toch
were many invaluable treatises
problems related to his field, such
as "What Every Young Mouse
Should Know", written by the biology class, and "Fish" written by
the leading researcher of Woodworth's five and ten.
Among those officiating at the
affair were the able host and cook,
Dick Verigan; Professor John
Fluno, who beautifully timed his
task of bringing the guest of honor
at precisely the same moment
the first batch of hamburgs we
cooked; Mary Anthony, and B
Abberger.

"Birth of a Nation", in Spite of Dated Acting
Contains Much that is Still
Effective
By Jack Liberman
Although buffeted by the years,
D. W. Griffith's "The Birth of a
Nation" has stood well against the
storm. Granted that the costumes,
quick motions, and exaggerated acting gives us of the present good
cause for laughter, beyond these
faults, we can see the greatness of
the film.
Difficult as it is, one seeing this
or any other old movie must try
to place himself in the period that
the film was produced. When "The
Birth of a Nation" was first released, the movie was considered
an illegitimate child of the stage,
mere curiousity without a future.
hen along came this film, with
_ story to tell, a social one, perhaps not entirely true, but showing conditions of a bygone day.
Griffith showed his genius and gave
the world a motion picture which,
like "The Great Train Robbery" in
1903, was a milestone in the cinema industry. From the time it was
released, "The Birth of a Nation",
despite the controversy it caused,
gave the cinema the push out of the
despised position it had to its
present one, of one of the largest
and most influential in America.
There were many famous actors
in the film, some of them well. wn at the time and others given
their chance by it. Lillian Gish,
despite the poses she had to make,
was convincing in her part and
well deserved the fame she had
during the silent days and which
__J still has. while touring the
country in "Life With Father". Mae
Marsh was probably the greatest
contortionist of her day. Granted
the photography of those days made
the actors seem to be running at
a very rapid rate, Miss Marsh
jumped and clapped her hands at
such a pace to make one dizzy.
Henry B. Walthall, making his
debut as a leading actor, made
"The Little Colonel" a real southern gentleman and was the best
and most life-like of all the characters except in one very humor-

ous part. After having led the
K. K. K. in their rescue of practically all the major characters, in
order to allay the fears of his
loved one, he dramatically lifted
his hood up for a split second, but
with such an overdone manner that
even the audience of 1915 must
have roared with glee.
Destined for great popularity as
a leading man, Wallace Reid played
a bit he-man's part, which was as
good as they make them today.
One other man should be mentioned, because he is the only one
of that film still in the movies
today. Silently, even considering
it was a silent movie, playing U. S.
Grant was Donald Crisp, who today shares the double distinction
of both acting in a film in his
capacity as an actor and financing
the film in his capacity as a banker.
As in his later film, "Intolerance",
Griffith used the technique of dashing all over the lot, at times, showing five or six scences in the short
period of a minute, which left one
in a rather bewildered state, although it was effective in the
battle scences, which in themselves
were as good as Hollywood does
now-a-days.
Griffith's shot entitled "War's
Peace", showing the mangled bodies
of the dead soldiers, rotting on the
field of battle, was a wonderful representation of the futility and
stupidity of war, as was the shot
of the two friends, one of the North
and the other of the South, fulfilling their vow to meet again, by
doing so on the battlefield, only
to die side-by-side.
A good comedy bit was the soldier with the haunting look every
time Miss Gish passed by. One
could almost hear a sigh of frustrated love issue from his lips, a sort
of pathetic cry of impossible desires.
So despite the laughs and funny
comments, "The Birth of a Nation"
deserves its ranking as a great
motion picture and to it and its
director the film industry and the
public owe more than they know.

International Relations Guest
Forecasts Startling Devel
opments After War
Term papers obviously create
havoc, even within the ranks of
the International Relations Club.
The club held it's final supper meeting of the Winter Term last Thursday evening in Srong Hall, with
only about twelve members out of
the usual twenty-five or more. This
meeting was more of an engaging
"fire side chat", than a formal
lecture.
President, Ted Pitman reviewed
the club's trip to Tallahassee for
the International Relations club
convention on March 5th. There
the Rollins students took an active
part, which confirms this college
slogan, "Learn by doing" against
the slogan of the Colleges of the
old order, "Learn by respectfully
listening."
The guest speaker for the evening was Dr. Imre Ferenczi, who
has been Technical Advisor on Migration and Population Questions at
the International Labor Office ii
Geneva since 1920. He is a mai
of keen understanding and an ano
malous accent. However, in spite
of that accent Mr. Ferenczi had a
good deal to say which was well
worth hearing. For instance, he
uncovered some of the following
though-provoking ideas: The fu
ture world will be established oi
a broad economic evolution of i
larger Europe and a planned econo
my will come out of Nazi rule
There are two dangers which we
must face. First, there will be a
racial war with the yellow and
blacks unless these United States
and Europe understand each other.
Secondly, there shall be a Communistic wave in an ultimate world
nursery after the Japanese and
German war. We will have slave
labor competition in Europe. That
wasn't all. Dr. France was there,
and the group was conveniently
small, so there was a friendly nondecision argument. It was downright fun and provocative.
It
all started when Dr. Ferenczi spoke
of the possibility of German attack
upon this continent. Said Dr. Ferenczi, "there are now 1,000,000
Germans in South America, and
in the United States itself there are
1,000,000 Italians ready to rise."
Dr. France emphetically disagreed,
saving then! is nc such possibility
It is a military impossibility. He
remarked that war tends to unify
a people behind their leader, therefore there wasn't the vaguest hope
of an uprising within the German
or Italian ranks while the war is
raging. Stalin is also waiting.
We are prolonging the war by aiding Britain and thus really helping
Hitler with his people in the phsycological aspect of the situation.
Attending this meeting were:
Sue Willis, Prof. Trowbridge, Ted
Pitman, Shirly Bowstead, Dot Robinson, Dr. France, Ellie Curtis, Bob
Burns, Betty Miller, Lila Sears,
Janet Jones, and Jane Welsh.
]
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Lockhart Produces "Purl" in
"French Without Tears"
Credit Goes to Director of
Comedy; Don Murphy Stars
in Excellent Cast

REGISTRATION
A five dollar fine will be imposed on anyone, who has not
completed registration by the
close of the term. If you've
been lax up till now, you had
better skedaddle right over to
Miss Treat's office. Ajid don't
forget to get your fixed card
before you register.

Collegiate Digest
Has Photo Contest

Cash awards for Prize Wins;
"Pinafore" Opens
Campus Scenes of any
Kind Wili Do
At High School
Next Tuesday Nite Rudy Toch Honored Speaker Expects
At Birthday Party
Rollins Group Will Star in
Slave Labor and
Student Recitals Will
Performances for Benefit of Biology Department
Cuts
Start on April 1
Symphony Orchestra
Loose With Extremely
Race War Abroad
Valuable Presents
Local Girls, Lois Weidner

"H. M. S. Pinafore", the favorite
Gilbert and Sullivan operetta about
the "lass that loved a sailor",
fair Josephine, will be presented
March 25 and 26, at the Winter
Park high school auditorium for
the benefit of the Central Florida
Symphony Orchestra with a cast
including numerous alumni, faculty and student singers of Rollins
College.
Virginia Shaw, Rollins alumna,
and prominent young Winter Park
society matron, and Gloria Mastrangelo of Brooklyn, N. Y., voice
student of Mme. Louise Homer,
will share the honors of the leading soprano role of Josephine the
captain's daughter on alternate
nights.
Prof. Howard Bailey, co-director
of the Rollins Drama department,
plays the part fo Capt. Corcoran,
and is directing the show. Prof.
A. Buel Trowbridge is the notorious
Sir Joseph Porter, K. C. B., and will
(Continued on Page 4)

Support
Rollins Sandspur

Action! Flash! Camera!
No, it's not the familiar cry of
the newsreel movie director. Rather
it's the call to every camera bug
on the campus to dig out his best
pictures of the year and enter them
in Collegiate Digest's fourth annual
Salon Edition competition.
This amateur photo contest is
conducted each year to select the
prize-wining photos to be featured
in the annual Salon Edition — an
edition that is a special showing
of the best work done by collegiate
photographers during thje year.
Winners are awarded with cash
prizes, publication of their pictures,
and participation in a traveling
photo salon that is exhibited at
leading college art centers throughout the nation. A special $25 cash
award will go to the person submitting the outstanding print of the
contest.
This largest and most widely
known of all college camera contests is open to both students and
faculty members. Although the experienced amateur is aided by use
of special equipment, ordinary
cameras very often take the winning pictures, as previous Salon
Edition contests have proved. It's
the picture — not the equipment
— that counts, so don't think your
little 98-cent camera can't produce
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Daphne Takach
Appear

The student recitals for the
spring term will begin on April 1,
at 8:15, when Lois Weidner, soprano
and Daphne Takach, pianist will appear in a joint concert. Both girls
are local students and their appearance should provide a very responsive audience,
The schedule for the other concerts is as follows:
April 15, Tuesday — Various,
Dyer 8:15; April 20, Sunday —
Marion Russ, piano, Albert Nassi,
violin, Dyer 5:00; April 30, Wednesday — Ann Searle, piano, Mary
E. Upchurch, soprano, Dyer 8:15
May 7, Wednesday — Sylvia Haimowitz, piano, Doris Hogan, sprano,
Dyer 8:15; May 14, Wednesday —
Luverne Phillips, violin, Marelle
Haley, piano, Dyer 8:15; May 21,
Wednesday — Betty Ann Hubbard,
piano, A. R. T. 8:15. May 25, Sunday — Ensemble, A. R. T. 8:15
May 28, Wednesday -— Various
Dyer 8:15.

Here are the rules:
1. All Material must be sent not
Albert Nassi is a very promising
later than April 1 to: Salon Editor, student and has done a good deal
Collegiate Digest Section, 323 of playing in musical groups around
(Continued on Page 4)
(Continued on Page 2)

"Silver Cord" Proves to
Be Excellent Performance
By Thomas Casey
Sidney Howard's stage r.
"The Silver Cord", tricked out
with Buckwalterish imaginatiofn;
sets, characters, and what-have-you,
went on the boards Wednesday and
Thursday evenings. Between th
gularly drab, mural-wanting
walls of the Laboratory Theatre,
the audience applauded a standout
production. It was almost legitimate Annie Russell.
The play was a head-and-shoulds advance over the usual skits
The Rollins Freshman Players.
Well cast, highlighted with frequent glows of genuine acting,
watertight for all its high pressure
pathos, the story unwound with
difficulty than expected, load
enough even for professional interpretation as it is.
The plot vivisects the lives of
dult children choked by apronstrings. In this case, two boys, one
married, the other a matrimonial
prospect, came close to submitting
again to the spoon-feeding of a
ler with a bad case of diaper
fever.
Mama's greatest joy is
fondling the halfbacks that were
L- one-time infants, tucking the
covers under their chins, and in
the moments she can spare from
e duties, ripping into and shredding the unwelcome petticoats
they've acquired. But Mama doesrin out. All of a sudden Hester
takes Mama's back-stabbing to
heart, and takes a cold bath in
ie nearby river. Rescued, she dedes to leave the house and return to her own family. Along
with her goes Christina, but not
until she has made Mama pretty
sick. The play has a half-happy
iding.
As David, Gordon Laughead ex-

celled every other performance of
his at Rollins. He added a cherishable lively touch. Jane Parks was
fated to be a perfect siren mother.
Her Mrs. Phelps was induration
through and through. Authentic as
Christina, Virginia Meyers was a
big surprise and a few volts higher
dramatically than the rest. Some
one left the pantry door open and
out of it ventured timid Folke Sellman, politely butlered through^ his
part as wishy-washy Robert, then
apologetically withdrew, leaving a
disillusioned audience. Hard luck
for The Butler after a series of
bell-ringers. Felicitas Lennig as
Hester was cute and entrancing to
beehold, and dadgum if she can't
sob' out a real piece of boo-hoo.
She gave a quick sense of charm
and vivacity to the production.
There's a lot to this little Miss
Lennig. As the house maid, who
left a tray of tea, Murray Bayler
was Murray Bayler.
Medicine man of drama, John
Buckwalter is the benevolent godfather of languishing talent backstaging here at Rollins. Clippitycloppity he cures curtain cramps,
boomerangs around the campus
fitting sock and buskin to Cinderella feet. As director and producer he's the sporting best. All
sorts of flowers laurels and things
to Buckwalter.
Frederic Hall stage managed.
Housekeepers were Phyllis Baker
and Patricia Randall.
Thomas
MacCaughelty artistically lit up.

ORGAN VESPERS
There will bo no Organ Vespers tonight because of the Faculty Recital.

By Jess Gregg
For the last few weeks, your
reviewer has been nightly on his
knees praying desperately that
Britain would win, and end the fuss
going on in Europe. This accomplished, we felt Miss Lockhart might
get her mind back on the theatre
and prevent "French Without
Tears", going the way of "Wuthering H." However, all her needleand-yarn work influenced Miss L.
beautifully, for "French Without
Tears" is as tightly knit a directorial job as we've seen in months.
One might call it a purl of great
price.
Two exceptional performances
have struck us firmly in the midrift this week. One was Ginny
Meyers in the Freshman Player's
"Silver Cord." The other was Don
Murphy in the A. R. production.
Miss Meyer's portrayal was a tour
de force. Murphy's was a tour
de • farce.
The latter, playing a role so
skillfully tailored to, his talents,
one wonders how he'll ever find
so satisfactory a part again. Not
that we doubt Murphy's versatility;
we just can't imagine anyone topping tops. We liked his carefully
planned exits, and obviously dweltupon business. It included the zaniness, the flouncing, the excellent
timing found in Mr. M. himself.
And if now and then we detect
a wee shade of Moe Finklestein
settling over his inflections, put
it down to our jealousy.
In front of him, behind him, sidling mostly, was the dream-lined
Cathie Bailey. (Excuse us. We
mean Cathie Bailey Coleman. That
is as hard to remember as Paul
Muni's Mr.) Cathy, also beautifully
cast, made use of her extensive
charm, and we only regret that her
make-up was so light as to prevent
us in our six row seat, from making
a more complete inventory of said
attractions.
Charles Steel' excited much comment amongst the audiences we
talked to. All were explosive with
violent opinion.
They adored
Charles Steel.
They detested
Charles Steel. We enjoyed him,
so that settles the question. We
liked his innate understatement;
his absolute inability to frown, and
seriously alarmed our dowager
neighbor by our loud appreciation
of his interpretation of "oui."
Rudolf Fischer was superb as
M. Maingot, and warrants all the
(Continued on Page 4)

Fourth of Faculty
Recitals Will be
Presented Tonight
Carter and Trampler Will
Preform in Annie
Russell Theatre
The fourth faculty recital, featuring John Carter, pianist, and
Walter H. Trampler, violinist will
be given tonight at 8:15 in the
Annie Russell Theatre. The program, which includes the Sonatina in D Major by Shubert, Jan
Sibelius's Sonatina in E Major, and
the Sonata in B Minor, by Ottorino
Respighi should be a very interesting one.
John Carter, who is a graduate
of Rollins studies at the Juilliard
School in New York. His work was
under the direction and teaching of
Alton Jones, Muriel Keer and
James Friskin. Mr. Carter also
became interested in German lieder
and studied them with Coenraad
Bos, as well as taking composition
under Roy Harris. Perhaps we
know the pianist best for bis appearences with the Symphony Orchestra here in Winter Park, but
Mr. Carter has also accompanied
singers of opera, concert, and radio
in New York.
Mr. Trampler graduated from
the Staatliche Akademie' der Tonkunst in Munich and was a pupil
of Max Strub. He was a former
member of the Strub String Quartet
and the Elly Ney piano quartet
in Europe.
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Johnny Bull, don't yell so loud.
hear you. Don't bother
sending your propagandists over
here. Don't keep stuffing our
newsreels, newspapers and radios
full of your sorry plight. Don't
lead our poor innocent representives
around by the noses and make
Charlie McCarthies out of them.
We know you're in trouble.

Price: By mail anywhere in the United States ¥1.50 a term (12week_), $2.SO We can
r $3.00 for the full college year.
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We sympathize

with

you

the

JACK C. LIBERMAN
same way as we sympathize with n't bother saving the little fellow'
A L D E N C. MANCHESTER any nation, who has to suffer the skins.
Now that your
P A U L C. H A L E Y
horrors of war. You're the under- danger, your begging for our help!

dog, but you're putting up a damn
nice fight. We admire that old
British pluck. Thumbs up! 5
power to you, old boy.
But John, we're getting pretty
EDITORIAL ASSISTANTS
sick of the attempts to drag
Frances Montgomery, Frank Bowes
into that mess over there. Remember you fed us the same line
REPORTERS
back in 1917. We fell for it. W
Jean Hamaker, Lillian Ryan, Bud Waddell, Jane Welsh, Grace helped you. What was our reward
A depression, thousands of gold
Gehron, Catherine Colnon, Sam Pugh, Ira Yopp
starred mothers, hospitals full of
SPECIAL ASSIGNMENTS
shattered wrecks and a flock of
Jess Gregg, Tom Casey, Charlotte Stout, Rod MacArthur
I. O. U.'s. Then you and Miss
France set about slicing the poor
BUSINESS STAFF
victim to peices. You victors neveBusiness Manager
JOHN GIANTONIO bothered helping the struggling deM. K. HARMON, JR. mocracy in Germany until it was
Advertising Commissioner .
RITA COSTELLO too late. She's got a dictator that
Circulation Manager
you indirectly help put into office.
Now you are paying the awful price
for the shortsighted, phlegmatic,
stupid actions of your leaders.
Women's

SANDSPUR

keep those supplies from reaching
you? Oh, no, you're not asking
us to go to war — not much!
Say Johnny, how about this "saving the world from Nazism" stuff.
You didn't get very excited when
little countries like Austria and
Czechoslovakia were sfallowed up
You didn't worry much about little
Finland's shameful treatment. You
didn't go to war until there wasn't
anything left to give Hitler that
didn't indirectly belong to you
Why not ? Because first and last
John Bull thinks and cares for
nobody but John Bull. You would

DOROTHY H U G H

Sforts Editor .

PROOF READERS
Barbara Northen, Pat Guillow

Will We Have the Freshman
Players Next Year?

Now that the Freshman Players have just completed another of their excellent productions, wouldn't it be a good
time for them to start some sort of organization that would
perpetuate itself? Too often a good organization peters out
when its driving force departs.
Jack Buckwalter has done an excellent job with the Freshman Players in the last two years. He has given the Freshmen each year opportunities they would not receive otherwise.
He has presented plays which other companies can't give
for fear of offending their supporters; his group has kept
expenses down so low that it doesn't have to worry about
offending a certain class of people because its audiences are
drawn from a small but pretty un-offendable group of true
theatre lovers.
We've needed plays like this and we will need them next
year when Buckwalter isn't here. We hope that a simpla
organization will be formed and that a director will be chosen.
We don't want the Freshman Players to languish.

It Took a Long Time, But It's
Worth Waiting For
The Flamingo issues are few and far between, but they
are worth waiting for. Editor Gregg has fallen into the ways
of most people who have a lot of work to do and have no
set time for its completion; with no set production dates for
the magazine, the time between issues gets longer and longer.
If the Publications Union believes it to be impractical to set
definite dates, it should at least have the elected editor make
out a schedule and see that he follows it with little variation.
If Flamingo editors continue to let the months slip by without
putting out an issue, they are going to be swallowed up with
strict rules. We believe that editors should be as free from
outside jurisdiction as possible, but we want to see the
Flamingo come out oftener. It's a sad reflection on Rollins
if there isn't enough material for the magazine.
This Flamingo Is an improvement over the only other
issue this year. Jess Gregg has shown once again that he
has the power to write seriously. "Vinegar Bottle" is an
excellent story of an episode in the life of a supposedly sour
woman; the characters are beautifully drawn, but the tramp
and the woman being strong, pitiful characters who practically step out of the book.
Tom Casey's "The Mortal Cinder" is another excellent
story. It is so well written that it is harrowing. Again we
have a pitiful, if somewhat horrifying, character as a hero.
Mary Ann Wilson's one-act play "Jury of Awards", is a clever
piece, which is needed to lighten the tone of the magazine.
Sally McCasslin's "Red Clay" is another of her harsh stories
on Tennessee life. It is not so bitter as her other stories
have been, in that it has a happy ending, but the difficulties
of the heroines' lives make it a strong story.
The poetry we feel is a little better, although we still get
the impression that the authors don't know themselves
what some of their brainchildren mean. The Flamingo as a
whole is excellent, and our only complaint is that we had to
wait so long to get it.

CAMPUS CAMERA
^_^^3_-5SS£_-

WORLDS CHAMPION
COLLEGIATE COAAMUTER/
CAPT. CARL F.BRUCE OF UN.TED A I R
UNES WlAKES A DAILY ROUND TRIP OF
1500 MILES FROM OAKLAND,CAUF,TO
SEATTLE,WASH,ON HIS REGULAR
RIGHTS AND ATTENDS CLASSES AT
THE UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON/

ONE IN A THOUSAND/
OF 1000 FRESHMEN ENTERING
C.CN.V'S MAIN CENTER THIS ^
YEAR.FRANCESCOTT WASTHE
ONLV GIRL. SHE IS STUDYING
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING/

Your salesmen say that you
don't want us to send any men or
go to war. You just want us
to send you supplies. Did it ever
occur to you that in order to rid
world of Hitlerism, you're going to have to carry the war right
up to his front yard. You'll need
to do that. When Uncle Sam
has sunk his pocketbook on your
, a little thing like sending
will not be much to consider
lis investment is endangered.
How do you think the American
public will react when German
U boats" begin to sink our ships
and kill our sailors in order to

"Great Britain is fighting oui
battle." That's a debatable issue,
If the United States builds up its
own physical and mental defenses,
nothing can harm it. The economic
pressure from the outside will
doubtedly be great, but if we tighten
our belts and forget the luxuries
we now know, we can combat it.
If Hitler or any other imperialistic
depot sets foot on any of the
Americas, we'll fight. We'll fight
like you are fighting now, because we too will be fighting for
our homes and our country — not
We backed you in the last scrape.
You spat in our eyes when we tried
to collect the bills you had runup. John, you have always had
a nasty habit of kicking friends
in the pants when their usefullness
has ceased. Our financial trousers
still have your foot prints. Now
you're in trouble again and pleading for us. If the clubwomen with
their bundles, the businessmen
with war profits in mind, the
politicans with their fear of public
disfavor send this country's youth
across the ocean to be mutilated
for your selfish ends, then by all
that's holy, we'll deserve all the
grief that will fall on our foolish
ads!
(signed) Gordon Laughead
Ed. Note: This is a controversial
subject; but we print it because it
voices the opinion of a good many
Rollins students.
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Sheer Whimsy Through the
GAB AND GOWN
Alphabet or Have a Cabbage
By Pris Thompson
Ben Abberger was walking r tennis than I do, wt a little better
A late fashion magazine giVes
through the biology lab one day, | than I do. But Vi sorry he just a whole page to fads of the differ.
and met a student. "Hello," said
the "tennis" class. I'm sorry, ent colleges. For instance, hairthe student, "Mr. Abbinger, I pre- he brought it on himself. Nothing bow-s knitted to match sweaters
sume." "No", said Ben, "Abberger, I can do. Have a cabbage?
at Michigan; turtle-neck sweaters
if you please." The student was
If I were to hit this typewriter at Chicago; cardigans with crest
intelligent and of course he sai< at random it would look like this: buttons at Wellsley and Missouri"Oh, I'm sorry, Mr. Abberger. kdiemfh ks ei2 3 m588kdj! If I mix-mate socks, different color for
And that was the end of Mr. Ab- kept this up for a month as I in- each foot, a t Wellsley — and more
beinger.
tend to do, I might spell out a at other schools. Inspired, we
Ed Acree was on a spree and word by chance: grupus galupus thought it would be fun to follow
what did he see? Me No wrong snetr bad dog. Now, if I did this Rollins fads back a-ways. So your
again. You never seem to get long enough, I would and shall correspondent interviewed some of
anything right. Ed is a bouncing write all the books in the British the Old Grads.
fellow and leathery, but he isn't Museum. Watch for my first ediWe started off by questing Miss
a superman like me even if Kelly tion: "The Diary of Samuel Pepys."
Clara Louise Guild, class of 1890
does think so. In fact nobody is
Mary Anthony was walking
first graduate of Rollins and first
a superman like me. Are you ?
through the biology lab one day and
student to receive a degree from
Myron Humbolt Swinburne Af- — oh, I did that before. I wona Florida college. She was so infleck is bored by Rollins because der if she has antonies in her panteresting and had so much to tell
they don't give you enough to do tonies, does Anthony ? The beastly I A I T " " ! !
ded to save it for a
here. He has been to all the Eas- fog is closing in so thick I can't
later
tern Colleges because he knows see the keys of my typewriter, but
We didn't find anyone at home
all the songs. He sings them too suffice to say that Mary is the
with his eyes closed so he can't blond girl what is seen with Dave after class of 1890, until we reached
see how his jaw goes funny when Low, although, go blow knows hoe. class of '28, and cornered Kay
he does it, sing I mean.
Fortnight ago sleek, debonaire Lehman. Kay said she couldn't
Emily Akerman has hair a little Charlie Arnold quipped to inquiring think of anything except that they
newshawks,
"No, I am not Mary wore " r a t s " in their hair to puff
more honey colored than mine, and
it's about the same length as mine, Anthony and I don't play tennis it out over the ears. Then she
told me about the canoe races. The
She never comes and gets hex and I'm not Hawaiian."
canoeists wore voluminous bloommail, but she's good at golf.
ers and middy-blouses — that is,
usiness to Bud is business blub,
until they capsized one day and
blub.
Bud Albert, I mean. But
came near to drowning the whole
Bud has his more frivolous mocrew. After that, they were perments when he goes crazy and
(Continued from page 1)
mitted to wear bathing suits — the
wants to "play" with me. He is
wide, loud-stripped variety — or
rough, and he pinches. But he
shorts.
mostly serious so it doesn't Winter Park. Miss Haimowitz is
hurt often. Wug jump!
For class of '30, here's a direct
perhaps the most talented pianist
o mean game of tennis plays in the school and her work has quote from The Tomokan that
Eddie Alloo the tennis player. But allowed her to study under the best speaks for itself: "What has the
is smooth and Hawaiian and teachers. The singers too show College come to? Lollypops, romplays a good game of tennis and is a good deal of ability and the con- pers, hair down, bare knees, bows
much nicer than some tennis play- servatory is well represented by — just kids!"
I know in Palm Beach, so
above pupils. Betty Hubbard is
"Peanuts" Hall explained that
really quite out of the "tennis" giving her senior recital, a solo such goings-on probably were due
appearence which every conserva to at least one "kid party" a year.
Amark is only six names from tory pupil must make. Miss Phil And it must have been a dancinp
Ballinger, but nonetheless he isn't lips, while not majoring in music era, because the students had two
smooth and he isn't Hawaiian, he
giving a recital too. All in all or more dances a week. And even
don't say nothing, he don't — but the program for the spring should during the daytime the girls wore
he too is no mean tennis player,
interesting, supplemented as it high heels so they could dance bethat is, he plays a better game of
vith afternoon recitals in Dyer. tween classes at Cloverleaf. "Peanuts" said that at one time they
got a siege of making dresses of
huge printed
tablecloths. For
sports they wore boys' white duck
sailor pants.

Student Recitals

FRATERNITY AND SORORITIES
THETA TIDBITS
To be short and to the point
We are sorry that Nancy
leaving us so soon, but best of
luck to her no matter where sh>
is. And may she continue to be
our orchid girl.
We hope that Janet and Ted,
as well as Patty, Peggy, and Ellen
and Carol, if things work out allright and to the satisfaction of certain people, — enjoy their trip to
Nassau. From the looks of things,
and of them, it cannot fail.
We wish Ginger would settle
her problem of Miami, because hers
is a kind of sample case. If she
loses it, a lot of us will suffer too.
Because we will have to follow precedent. That goes for Ann too.
We know Cherie will get to
Miami, because that letter was so
subtly worded that no one could
fail to come over to her side.
We wish that Betty L's parents
would arrive because their little
daughter is becoming very impatient.
We wish Bobby would stay here
instead of going to Boston because
then maybe we could go.
We wish that there were some
way of moving Wellsley Senior
Prom to Rollins for the week-end.
What an idea.
We hope Kay and Frank will
keep on flying way up in the clouds.
That can be taken literally too.
And we hope that everyone will
enjoy the vacation. One should,
if they are english, for it is nothing more or less than an english
week-end.
CHI O COMMENTS
Well, the end of the term at
last — everybody is buzzing with
spring vacation plans, and incidentally finishing up their work.
Bebe has suddenly developed a
passion for going to the library.
We don't thing it's ALL on account of physics.
We had another birthday the
other night — it's Pat, this time.
If it hadn't been for Bebe and
Margo, she would have had an unexpected guest at her party!
"Goochie" has been having a lot
of KNIGHT life lately!
Watsie and Carolyn are going in
for plane geometry. Ever hear of
the triangle?
Hall left us for the week-end.
She went to Winter Haven, with
Costello and had a smooth time.
And we did enjoy having "Goochie"
and the Brooks twins in Strong
Hall on Saturday night.
Carolyn and Dot have the prize
sunburns for the week. Dot has
used a whole tube of Ungentine on
her back already!
Marion really gave us a scare — we
were afraid she had appendicitis.

But she is up and better now.
Have you seen Betty Ann Hub
bard's lovely engagement r i n g .
Her fiance is stationed in tht
Phillippines at present.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Paschal
announce a change of add
they're living on Lawrence, out
past the golf course. The exlandlord did not take kindly to
their four dogs and a parrot!
Upsilon Beta of Chi Omega
nounce that the following took
office on Monday, November, March
17:
President, Marion Russ; VicePresident, Dot Robinson; Seceretary, Carolyn Huntsman; Treasurer, Pat Randaill; Corrtesponding
Secretary, Gloria Goode; Assistant
Treasturer, Gloria Burke, and
Pledge Trainer, Shirley Bowst
ALPHA PHI PATTER
So we have an actress in our
midst! Ginny — no other! Her fine
performance in the "Silver Chord"
made us all very proud of her
"More pow"er to you deah" as
Vande would say. Speaking of
Vande, she and Ruse seem to be
playing around a lot lately, but
then don't depend on me — or Genie.
Margie is playing them one
against the other (poor John),
and there seems to be an new man
in the field these days. Oh well,
"Caddy on", Marge, we are with
you, honey.
It was Ellen's birthday the other
day — Tuesday to be exact and
we gave her a party at the house
that night. Happy birthday, Chadwick.
Janet has been elected delegate
to our district convention and she
is leaving this week for Syracuse.
Anne, Lil and Marge, have all
been working hard. Anne has been
practising for her Junior concert.
Lil and Marge have been cutting
out paper dolls, or rather, hectically
finishing their interior decoration
course. We've all spent our weekend sunning ourselves in the patio
and are among the Rollins browner
ones — we hope.
We are all very happy about
Jeannie's engagement, but we wish
we could see her once in a while
too!
THE GAMMAFLOCKIE
By A. Allergic Alum
T'was Rollins, and the Gammaflock
Did grub and gurble in the sun,
AH tansy wrere their turpie toes,
Their torsoes were well-done.
"Beware the toasted fem, my lads,
The schlegel brown, the Thurman
pink,
Resist the wiles of liquorice-Dean

And shun the Stevens wink!"
And so I ventured out one day
A kindly mission to commit —
I sent a bomb to Betty Lamb
And polished Randy's shoes a bit.
Then found me there my toaste
fem
A-sittin' neath a fro-joy tree,
She was a soft magenta shade
And Lewis was her baptistry.
"And can you spell philosophy?
Come to our suite, you learned
squid,
Where Turner, Oak and Helen D
Discuss this life a bid."
T'was Rollins, and the Gammaflock
Did furs and fidget in the sun,
And so I'll end the daggomed thing
Before it's overdone.
X CLUB XCERPTS
By Snoop & Peep
Everybody in the Club has been
madly planning what to do witl
themselves over the Spring inter
lude or long week-end as it is wont
to be called. Pitman will fly to
Nassau for a quick lunch and then
back to term papers and worrying
about the draft.
Mr. and Mrs.
Ballinger will be casual in Palm
Beach — they want to be alone for
a change. Chick will drive north
complete with a set of new tires
and Wilhite. Whiston, whom we
Have been VERY kind to of late,
has his hands full these days and
both hands at that, and has decided
to leave Rollins in preference to
a monastary — claims he always
HAS wanted an ashcloth suit anyway. Tootsie Meredith and Youngster Justice will return to rhe homo
hearths, while Alloo and McCorkle
will hold the fort here in these
old walls. McCorkle will see a lor
of the Baker while "The Giant
Killer" will make candlesticks. Affleck says quote "—going to drive
my stove and Sally over to the
beach and drink paint all week—
may even go swimmin'!" Doesn't
sound like a health campaign, but
every man to his taste.
The steak fry last Mondey was
a howling success. The steaks
weren't the only things to get
fried and everybody had a barrel
of fun — or was it an old washtub full of ice?
Rutch is still
trying to find out what happened
at the last part of the brawl. So
are a few others. Estes had a
slight starboard list throughout
the evening which became worse
time went on. Pumps were finally applied and ship righted at
12:07. The group practiced our
new song for the campus sing, but
it sounded just a touch on the rusty
side most of the time.

Orchids to Prof. Steel for an
amazing performance on the A. R
T. boards in "French Without
Tears". Our boy has a real fli
for this stage thing — can
lib better than Barrymore, t
How about trying out for Ron
in the coming production of that
classic, Prof.? Maybe you'll get
the part, or better yet, Juliet herself — Woo!
Hives de Chambers got horizontal
in the sun for two hours Sunday and
no one recognized him in his new
coat of pink cheeks. Guess Patty
will have to change her color lipstick (We don't really mean it,
Pat), to go with Hives' new complexion.
Dave Low sat himself down on a
serious mood the other day and
arose with the theory that this
love stuff is strictly front row
center. He is so convinced of this
that he's given up smoking, and
cokes and is confining himself to
bigger and better things.
There was a big silence in the
club after dinner the other night
which was suddenly punctured as
Jackie turned around and queried
out of a clear ceiling, "Manny,
won't
you
PLEASE
take
a
shower?"
Ending this charming mess with
the thought that Whiston is probably crazy anyway, we say pip,
pip and carry on until we get back
from diverse places Monday.
KA KAPERS
Sunday night, and all is well.
The boys are getting into the
"grind" of it. "Gigantic" Jess and
just plain ( ? ) Barbara Brown
listening to Jess's obscene records
while Gator and the boys play
bridge. Whoops, there's Cuthbert.
"Hello, Cuthbert." If you don't
come here and write this I'll . . .
Well, I will! Selly is supposed to
write it.
Well, Mel and Grady and Wah
all have gorgeous sunburns. Did
they all get them the same way
and the same place?
The KA pool tournament lags
greatly this week-end. Maybe its
because our "Pro" is away. (Bow
Wow). By the way, Congrats to
Eddie Waite and the rest of the
fishes for doing the best they could
under adverse circumstances.
(I
don't know what that means but its
what they say about losing teams
in the newspaper).
Everybody's looking for Mickey.
"Mickey, where are y o u ? " Come on
boy, Gloria is looking for you,
What, you only have her Spanish
book? Too had, I guess its Mel's
day.
Dougie's older brother Louie was
here for the week-end or a little
longer. He's a bird now, not quite

Mazzie Wilson, also of '30, said
their biggest fad, and one of the
worst, was shingled hair, sometimes
varied with bangs or the "windblown bob." Over the shingled or
bobbed head it was the style to
sport a jaunty beret, or wrap a
scarf around hair and forehead,
gypsy fashion. The girls sometimes wore "puis fours", or widelegged beach pajamas or regular
overalls for play clothes. Dresses
were sleeveless, with round or "V"
necks. There was a craze of wearing chokers of short, large beads.
Gwen Patterson, class of '32,
thought that the outstanding feature of their clothes was the belt
d*wn around the hips. Also that
they wore either "spike" heels, or
else very low ones. Skirts were
dropping from the knees to near
the ankles. Everyone wore earrings.
Becky Holt, class of '34, said
she thought things were pretty
much the same as now, no stockings, flowers in hair, sweaters and
skirts and the good old polo coats. •
However, a recollection of Tommy
Thompson's was verified, of the
girls wearing evening pajamas to
dances.
Billie Bartholomew, familiar with
'35, remembers that around then
everyone was going wild about dyeing the hair — as many men as
women! They were busy becoming a blonde, a brunette or a redhead, according to what they weren't! Armloads of "junk" bracelts ;
were popular, some made of safetyping. The blacker tan you could I
get, the better!
Cathie Coleman, supplemented |
by Bud, said that a "beer jacket" ,
from some boy in a northern col- j
lege was a pride and joy in '38. I
They were preferably in sizes too |
big, and had scribbling all over. |
The whole campus wore huraches, j
and the girls wore dirndles and (
Babouscha bonnets to match. They ,
also wore charm bracelets galore, j
Bud suggested that this was the ,
period when they firstb uttoned j
th% cardigan backwards. Cathie j
said everyone knitted like mad
all the time. The girls knit the
boys sleeveless sweaters of fluffy ,
French Angora in palest pastel .
shades — a fad that Cathie admitted starting herself!

full fledged but keep it up hoyyou'll be a record Lindbergh.
"Peter!" Oh, don't disturb him
he's dreaming that socialist stuff
again.
Just 7:30. Gotta go, I borrowed
Selly's ticket to the movie and am
going just to please Buckwalter.
P. S. Manchester stop looking a1
Bobby. Smokey's not kissing her
for love, he's only an actor.
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FACTS YOU NEVER KNEW!.'/

THREE

By Bob Dart

Rollins Mermen
ALONG the
Have Success SIDELINES
At Nassau Meet
By Ted Pitman

GUST'S
Repair Shop
"We Repair Anything"

Keys Made
•
Trunks Opened
120 E. Welbourne Ave.
Winter Park

WISE

GUISE
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Yard Lost to Jayvees
For Rest of Season
Hank Minor is New Stroke;
Return of Mel Clanton
Strengthens Varsity
Rollins' much harrassed crew
squad received another stunning
setback last week when it was announced that Dick Yard, letterman from last year's junior varsity
boat and stroke of this year's second boat, had been stricken with
appendicitis and had been forced to
go under the knife.
This was a stunning blow to coach
Bradley's hopes for his jayvee boat

For Good Photo Finishing
Go to Studio of

L E O N A. P A G E
PHOTOGRAPHER
136 E. Park Ave. Winter Park

as Yard was the logical man to
nurse this ragged boat into a
smooth working rowing machine.
A newcomer to Rollins varsity
rowing however, has stepped into
the gap and is expected to fill the
vacancy very well. Hank Minor
up from the Phi Delt intramural
crew, and who has been number
6, in the second boat has moved
down into the pacemaking berth,
and although he lacks the experience needed in a stroke he seems
to have the makings for a good one.
The varsity has been experiencing its best workouts of the year
the last few days. The return of
measeled Mel Clanton to the
stroke's seat and the continuous
long workouts ordered by coach
Bradley seem to be taking effect.
The crew has up until now devoted most of its time to slow training work but with a race only 9
days away the boys are really putting the pressure on and driving
their shell every afternoon.

ELLIE MAY!
BY PEGGY
Spring defense this year takes
on a definite note when women try
to out do each other in keeping step
with the new fashions. The military note is getting a little fantastic, the Latin influence becomes
more marked . . . but for those of
you who have remained quite sane
through a deluge of square shoulders, brass buttons, bare midriffs,
and rhumba ruffle . . . there are
some new young dresses at Dickson-Ives that will warm the heart
and cool the form. They are made,
firstly, in Punjab, India. That fact
in itself should be intriguing . . . but
contrary to most influences so far,
they're not simple sarongs or
draped sheet like articles . . . they
are as chic and attractive as the
U. S. A. stamp, yet have a definite
pedigreed aroma that will still attract many. They are heavily woven hand made material which has
the consistency of linen, and the
best looking ones come in twopiece ensembles of plain skirt with
soft blended plaid blouse. There's
one in particular which would look
extraordinary on a brunette, a burnt
yellow corn-husk sort of color with
contrasting cocoa brown stripes,
and several of lighter yellow, flattering to the face and figure.
Others are several shades of blue
and green, and lace in bodice fashion at the waist. Grand made for
early spring, which we hope is here
to stay.
And, speaking of spring, we feel
like shouting "yoiks!" or some such
appropriate term, because we are
all but in at the finish . . . we're
speaking of the Free French Fashion show which'll be on Monday,
don't forget. With just a few more
days for final preparations, things
the looking good, but we're looking at them with frantic eyes for
fear all our models will come down
with what is commonly referred to
as the measles the day before. Invitations have been sent out for
this affair, and if you haven't got
yours yet, you'll get it today or tomorrow. Back to spring again, if
the weather is balmy the patio at
Dubsdread will be at our disposal,
and those who choose may have
tables outside. The girls will circle
the entire floor and you'll have an
equal chance to get a squint at the
Southland fashions that will be
shown.
Reservations for tickets and tables may be made at the Rollins
Bookorner in Winter Park, or at
Dickson-Ives on the fourth floor.
Have you . . . you who are in the
mood for some pastel colored skirts
to wear now and through the summer . . . seen that large rack of just
such skirts right in front of the elevator on the first floor at DicksonIvos? If not. you'll be very pleased
to her that this collection of tricky
skirts come in about every style and
all the loveliest colors. We were
much taken by a pale beige number,
and found a matching beige silk
jersey waist with gold buttons on a
counter to our left. An enseble
for almost an occasion.

PHILCO RADIOS

Bennett Electric
Shop

Tar Tennis Team
Easily Defeats
Colorado Varsity
Davis, Betz, Alloo and Amark
Sweep Matches Without
Losing a Set
By Ted Pitman
Rollins' highly publicised and
much vaunted racket squad open
their 1941, season in an auspicious
manner by defeating a game bunch
of players from the University of
Colorado, without losing a single
set. The score being 6 to 0.
The outcome of the matches were
never for a minute in doubt, the
only Tar who was forced at all was
Bob Davis but even then the Tar
had the upper hand all the way and
won 6-4, 6-3.
The outstanding star of the afternoon for the Rollins ntters was
Bobbie Betz the only woman on
the team as it lined up today. Bobbie
was in top form and she had her
drop shots and cross court forehand working to perfection as she
blasted Crumley of the visitors
right off the court 6-1, 6-0.
Eddie Alloo, Rollins' mighty atom
playing in the number one slot
made short work of the Color ado
number one outsteading the westterner 6-2, 6-2.

RAY GREENE

MINUS THE FAMOUS HAIRLIP, Ellie May Lester comes to the
screen in the person of Gene Tierney. "Tobacco Road" was filmed by
20th Century-Fox and features
Charley Grapewin, Marjorie Ramand William Tracy with Miss
Tierney. It opens at the Colony
Theatre on Saturday.

Mir-O-Crepe — Kayser's newest
sensation is a brand new "crepede-chine" like hose with
twist that makes them
much longer. Beautiful all silk,
they're gosamer sheer — threethread chiffon in delightful
Spring shades.

The final match of the afternoon
was the best without any doubt.
The Colorado team of Laughridge
and Reed, naturally picked on Bobbie to be a weaker than her teammate Alloo. In this, though, the
Colorado boys were sadly mistaken
because the petite mistress of Rollins virtually drove the westerners
off the courts with her deep stroking and accurate vollying and with
the aide of the steady stroking
Alloo emerged the easy victor by
a score of 6-2, 6-4.
The Tar tennis team's next match
is this afternoon on the local courts
against a tough team from Georgia
State University with Furman college coming to our campus tomorrow afternoon.

Papers, Ribbons, Carbons
for typing
Sheaffer Pens and Pencils
L. C. Smith and Corona
Typewriters
Desks and Office Chairs

— Rollins Alumnus

O'Neal-Branch Co.

Real Estate Broker

39-43 E. pine St.
Phone 3051
Orlando

Tel. 400

KAYSER'S
STOCKING
SENSATION

Eddie Amark playing number two
also had a comparatively easy time
as he toyed with Laughridge putting on the pressure when the situation demanded, to win 6-3, 6-3.
The doubles brought forth the
best tennis of the afternoon with
the Colorado team of Crumley and
Bashore forcing the Rollins pair
of Amark and Davis hard. The Tar,
however, had too many shots for
their opponents and their hos vollying finally tooke the toll as they
won 6-3, 7-5.

Park Ave.

John Giantonio and Mel Clanton
Campus Agents

Orange Laundry
AND ACME CLEANERS
"Clean Clothes Craftsmen"

Again hard luck has hit coach*
Bradley and his crew squad. Dick
Waite Breaks Breaststroke Yard whom Brad was pruning to
Record Twice, But Techni- stroke the Jayvees followed Mel
Clanton to the sick bed; only Yard
cality May Cancel it
is through for the season as the
promising stroke of the second boat
was operated on last week for apBy Cecil Butt
Monday night Eddie Waite and pendics.
Bower Corwin returned from the
The X Club sent a quintet into
Florida Junior Mens Championships
at Nassau with a gold medal each the annual AAU bastketball tourtucked in their pockets. Waite won nament in Orlando. After drawing
the 220 yard breast-stroke and a first round by the Clubbers had
Corwin the 110 yard back-stroke. the missfortune to run smack into
The finals of the breast-stroke the soldiers from the air base. The
were held at the British Colonal score was by no means favorable.
pool, Thursday and in beating Sonny
Our Congrats to the Sigma Phi
Rawls brother to world champion
Katheriene Rawls, Waite bettered Omega's for winning their first
the old record by four seconds. The intramural trophy — the one given
AAU officials did not allow the for riflery. The Clubbers also pullrecord to stand because the pool ed a surprise by ranking second.
was found to be two inches short
of the regulation length. ArrangeThe tennis team swing into full
ments were made for Waite to sway this week with four matches.
swim an exhibition attempt at the Although minus their number one,
record Friday afternoon at the Jack Kramer, who is at the national
Shoreham pool. Again he broke indoor championships in Oklahoma,
the record, this time lowering it the Tar racketeers should go
seven seconds to 2: 59.3 which is through these early matches with
two-tenths of a second faster than
the Senior record. There, is an
AAU ruling^ however, that all
We were glad to greet the tennis
record attempts have to be announced in the paper three days before team from the University of Colorado,
here on Monday. It is nice
they are swum, so the AAU board
will have to decide whether the to have teams from so far away
here to enjoy our campus.
record will stand.
Corwin beat Paul Harris of Winter Park and Jim Custer of Ft.
Lauderdale in the 110 yard backstroke in the closest race of the
meet. All three men were strokefor-stroke until the last ten yards
when Carwin pulled in front about
a foot.
Other men making the trip were
John Twatchman, Reedy Talton,
Hank Swann, Bob Blackwood, Cecil
Butt, and Coach Fleet Peeples. The
team total was eleven points, Corwin and Waite making five each
and Butt given one in the halfmile. Swan and Twachtman were
semi-finalists in the 110 yard dash,
but did not get to the finals.
High point honors were won by
John Harris of Winter Park. He
won the 110, 220, and 440 yard
free style. He broke two records,
but neither will be put in the record
book. There is a possibility that
Harris might come to Rollins. He,
with Waite and Corwin would be the
nucleus for a championship swimming team.

It has been officially announced,
we are sorry to say, that the Ashville School will be unable to bring
their very popular and excellent
crew to Rollins for the annual race
with the Junior Varsity because of
an epidemic of measles that is
sweeping through their school.
This will not be so hard for the
jayvees to take though, as it means
that the boys will be the first
jayvees ever to enjoy to its fullest
a spring vacatio.n

Church St.
Day Phone 75
Night Phone 319W

For Underwood Portables
CALL

HOUGH'S
Food Shop

Orlando Typewriter
Exchange

QUALITY FOODS
Phone 520

Andy's Garage

15 S. Main S t
Phone 6158

E. Park Ave.

Orlando

Announcing the . . . .

OPENING
of

OUR NEW SPORTING
GOODS STORE
We wish to extend to each of you a
cordial invitation to attend our
formal opening

Wednesday, March 19
We will specialize in all types of modern
sporting equipment. In connection with
which we have a complete restringing
department. We have a complete fishing equipment repairing service.
We cover the sports world — including
tennis, baseball, fishing, football, hunting, sports footwear, golf, sports accessories and games.

New or Used
WE HAVE A NICE SELECTION OF ESPECIALLY
GOOD USED CARS

|\\JNWOQY'<v

"Best Buick Yet

Orange Buick Co,
333 N . Orange Ave.

Orlando

i^l49N.Main ^ S ^ ^ P h o n e M 5 6 2 V

SPORTING GOODS

• Lockhart Produces
(Continued from Page 1)
applause he received. His was th
only French of the evening w
could understand. Not that our
comprehension of this language
so profound, or the rest of the cast
so deficient. But his facial ex
pression and gestures left no doubt
in our mind.
The rest of the cast was uni
formly good. Rhea Smith's knees
stole the show from Rhea Smith.
Bud Coleman, charming, animated,
gave his best performance to date.
If we were fiendish enough we
might allude to Jimmy Niver as
"cute". But he was better than
that. Clever would be more apt.
Virginia Brown has improved
greatly since her last appearance,
but needs more grooming, more
direction, and — this'll kill you —
a better speaking voice. Her scene
with Miss Bailey was best.
Archibald Mcintosh, who portrayed Lord Heybrook was in turn
portrayed by Sandy Rotival. We
wonder why he was not chosen to

ROLLINS PRESS STORE
STATIONERY
EASTER CARDS

NOW — NO TIME FOR
COMEDY

play Romeo. After all, who is this
upstart, Darling, anyhow?
To be candid, we didn't like the
painted trees outside the set. We
didn't in our heart care for the
"libretto" of the play. We didn't
like Miss Brown's clothes. We
didn't a t all like the old
who sat next to us — they interpreted the point of every remark
to each other, and to everyone
within a fifty foot radius.
The story itself is so light, i
completely hides itself behind thi
set. We saw this play in London
three years ago, but had forgotb
it so completely, it might have been
new. That may be a reason for
its phenomenal run there. PeopL
forgot what it was that had so
amused them, and went back again
to recall it to mind,
it only ran six weeks
Maybe it needed Miss Lockhart.
Peutetre. (French.)

• Pinafore Opens

ROLLINS
SANDSPUR
Coed Intramurals Will
AMERICAN
Increase In Spring

WRONG
• Bunting should be used for platforms
or for the decoration of speakers' stands
and for general decorations. The blue stripe
should always be placed uppermost and the
red at the bottom.

• On patriotic occasions, the flag'may be
displayed above and behind the speaker
against a wall or curtain. If flown from a
staff, it should be placed at the speaker'!

(Continued from page 1)

Buttercup, the Portsmouth bum•embered for his sterling song boat woman. This is her debute as a
and dance act and rollicking comedy vocalist in Gilbert and Sullivan, and
plays a calorific contralto
n last year's benefit production of
and good stage presence as comediTrial By Jury."
,
Presly Wetherell, glamour tenor enne.
Ed Waite, the big football man,
of the Rollins Conservatory, apDick Deadeye, with the booming
pears as Ralph Rackstraw, hero
and the heavy laughti
of the piece, and Marcelle Ham- d e e P
mond, another Rollins graduate, Cousin Hebe is played by Virgin
Richardson,
Joseph F . Bailey of
sings the well known role of Little
Orlando, is the Bosun, and Ralph
Harrington of Rollins is the Bosun'
Mate.
Mrs. Alexander Bloch is assiting
in rehearsals which have been in
progress in "Wreck" Hall recently
Go to the Studio of
o'nights. Funds raised by the
benefit will go toward the 1940-41
season expenses of the symphony
orchestra. Tickets are on sale a t
EXPERT PHOTOGRAPHER
The Bookery. Two evenings of
pleasant singing and good humor
Portrait and Commercial
are in prospect.
Photography

Spring term co-ed athletics
be the most strenuous of the whole
year with intramural action in
swimming, archery, fencing, riding,
and volleyball along with the continuation of tennis and golf already
underway; the Stetson and All-state
playdays coming in April and May,
respectively, and a finishing off
of the basketball league.
Basketball should have been ended with the winter term, but games
postponed because of illness have
delayed it. Last week's game
the Miller Machine was set ahead
on account of colds and measle
There is some sentiment developing among the co-eds for diamondball. Whether it will prove strong
enough with all the other activities
to become a reality, only time will
tell.
In intramural golf P a t Guillow
added two more victories to
list last week over Phillipa Herman
and Lois Hague. Nancy Locke
also continued on the winning side
over Joyce Marcus.
Five matches ^n intramural ten
nis found Ann Ballinger victorious
over Wilma Tilden 1-6, 6-4, 6-3;
Betz over Stokely, Barbara Bryant
over Toy Skinner 6-1, 6-1, and
Dodo Bundy winner over Janie May
and Toy.

For the Best Film
Finishing

136 E. Park Ave.

Opp. Depot
ROYAL

SLACKS

INGENUITY IS DEFENSE ASSET

Thetas Surge Ahead in Golf
and Tennis

Leon A/Page

STARTS FRIDAY

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 19, l«m

Typewriter Headquarters

(Continued from page 1)
Some of the products of industrial
Fawkes BIdg., Minneapolis, Minne- promise of future improvements of an
sition, the Parade of Progress, which
sota.
,
2. Send Technical Data about of this scientific exhibit, Charles F. Ketteri
America in the immediate future and in succeeding years is going to requii
each photo submitted. Give college
dissatisfaction with old, inefficient ways of doing 1
year or faculty standing of the
photographer. Information about
the subject of the photo will b< are preferred*.
many photos as he desires. Photos beer. Seeing items like that makes
helpful. Any size picture is accept
3. Enter your photo in one of will be returned if adequate postage us appreciate our liberty at Rollins.
, but photos larger than 3 x I the followin divisions: (a) Still accompanies entries.
life; (b) Scenes; (c) action and
The Virginia Circle of Rollins
candid photos; (d) portraits; (e)
celebrated its tenth anniversary
"college life."
with a luncheon last Friday, with
4. The Outstanding Photo subAn interesting item in a recent sixteen Rollins girls named Virginia
mitted will receive a cash prize of issue of PM: when the dean of present. It is a good thing there
$25. Frist place winers in each di- Marietta College, Ohio, announced aren't clubs for every name; where
Launderers • Drycleaners vision receive cash awards of $5., that any sudent seen taking a drink would a person with a name like
second and third place winners, $3 would be expelled, about half the John, Thomas Williams place his
and $2.
student body goose-stepped to the allegiance? And what would be the
202 E. PARK AVE.
5. There is no entry fee, and nearest bar, heiled Hitler, and even use and who would there be to
each individual may submit as were immoral enough to buy some join an Ezekiel Club?

ODDS and ENDS

Sales and Service
All makes used typewriters

DAVIS OFFICE
SUPPLY
29 E. Pine St.

• Collegiate Digest

Orlando

Phone 5114 — 5115

AMERICAN

Phone 49

<£p*&Zi flwfax's
for Spring to go with your Sport
Coat. In many fabrics, shades
and patters.
Palm Beach and Sharkskins

rm

THE ORDER OF THE DAY IS

$5.50

hesterfield

Solid Colored Gabardines

$5.00 to $10
and if you need a

Sport Coat
too, we have them from

^ZuJU

$12.50 up

WAY TO REMOVE HAIR

R. C. BAKER

Smooth Elizabeth Arden's delicats creamy SLEEK over your
legs, arms, underarms.... After
a few moments, wash away the
unwanted fuzz. See how hairfree your skin suddenly becomes! Won't stimulate growth.
60c and 1.00.

a t the corner, downtown
EXPERT LUBRICATION, WASHING,
POLISHING, SIMONIZING

BAGGETT'S STANDARD SERVICE
East Park Avenue

Phone 9184

cMackie's

tpr

Safe, Pasteurized Dairy Products
Winter Park Phone 287R

Y e s , t h e F l e e t s m o k e s a lot of

SATURDAY - SUNDAY &

We cater to Rollins . . . .

Orlando Linen & Towel Supply Co.
Incorporated
A FLORIDA INSTITUTION
Specializing in Quality Merchandise Well Lanudered
J. Walter Dickson, Mgr.
69 W. Concord Ave.
Phone 5861
Orlando

A Special Invitation to
Rollins Co-Eds

COME IN

O'BRIEN'S PHARMACY
Prescription Druggist

Fountain Service

Opposite Colony Theatre
Phone 402

Your nearest Drug Store
FREE DELIVERY

Y o u will a p p r e c i a t e o u r s m a r t J u n i o r
fashions, designed for s m a r t young women a t a resonable price.

We

feature

J o h a r a and Margie Joy Juniors.

What-

ever t h e occasion w e h a v e t h e

correct

thing, formals, dressy things and s m a r t
sport things.

Our campus cottons

are

now a r r i v i n g a n d we invite you to come
i n a n d see o u r e n t i r e line.

SOUTHERN DAIRIES
Sealtest Ice Cream
is served exclusively in the Beanery
SPECIAL FOR MARCH
Butterscotch Royale — Strawberry Pies

a former

O u r b u y e r is

Rollins girl w h o k n o w s

just

w h a t you need to be s m a r t l y dressed a t
all t i m e s .

t

JEFFERSON COURT GOWN SHOP
Jefferson Court Hotel BIdg.

• * E CREAM i

136 N o r t h O r a n g e A v e n u e

*C £
ir. / v-

MONDAY!

Orlando Phone 9835

148 W. South St., Orlando

BETTER-TASTING

C h e s t e r f i e l d s . . . a n d so d o m i l l i o n s of o t h e r

PHONE 246 OR 9162

DATSON DAIRIES

MILDER

COOLER...

ORLANDO

smokers

like yourself.

You'll

find

that

C h e s t e r f i e l d s a r e MILD, t h e w a y y o u w a n t a
c i g a r e t t e . . . n o t flat, n o t s t r o n g . T h e y SMOKE
COOLER . . . w i t h a d e c i d e d l y BETTER TASTE.

Tfcm, ceHtfcJuq a TSdCto Ciqwetto

/ '

